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Abstract
This article examines the explosive reaction to ‘Punk Prayer’ as a religious act.
It argues that the power of the performance as iconoclash resulted from the
fact that it tapped, resonated with and disturbed Russia’s Orthodox culture
through its appropriation of Orthodox sound, space and symbols – namely, the
image of Mary, the Mother of God. The perceived position of its performers
as insiders or outsiders to Orthodoxy, the evaluation of the sincerity of Punk
Prayer as prayer and the paradoxical role that gender played in shaping these
perceptions contributed to the tumultuous response.
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Commenting on Pussy Riot’s ‘Punk Prayer’ and the reaction that followed, artist, art critic and museum curator Dmitrii Pilikin noted in April 2012 what has
since become an axiom: ‘The performance of the young women in Christ the
Saviour Cathedral had the effect of an explosion of a bomb’ (‘Chego khoteli’
2012). In an attempt to trace the sources of this cultural and political explosion – the extent of which surprised the performers themselves – art critic and
literary scholar Mikhail Yampol’skii has observed that the performance ‘deterritorialised’ conventional parameters of political, religious and artistic spheres.
In doing so, the performance violated and confounded conventional semantic
boundaries – especially with regard to art, religion and politics (Yampol’skii
2012). The results were highly complex, often polarised and emotionallycharged responses not only within Russia’s civil society at large but within the
Russian Orthodox faith community in particular – tensions which opinion polls
often belie.
At the same time, the power of the performance as iconoclash (Latour
and Weibel 2002: 18) resulted not only from its destabilising, deterritorialising effects, but, even more, from the fact that it tapped, resonated with and
disturbed Russia’s Orthodox culture.2 By all accounts, the efficacy of the performance stemmed from its appropriation of Orthodox rituals, sound and especially space, which territorialised the act within a specifically Orthodox semantic
field and subsequently thrust the act onto another level of discourse. As journalist Andrei Zolotov noted in the aftermath of the performance, the streets of
Moscow became reminiscent of Constantinople during the Arian controversies,
when public conversation and debates about church and religion were commonplace (Zolotov 2012). Unexpectedly, the Pussy Riot performers found their
act – historically like many of Russia’s icons – embroiled in debates that focused
on authenticity and legitimacy in religious and, more specifically, Orthodox
Christian faith terms.
Among the numerous historical, cultural and political factors that contributed
to the tumultuous religious response to Punk Prayer, the perceived position of
its performers with respect to Orthodoxy and the evaluation of the sincerity of
their Prayer as prayer were critical. As social psychologist Leon Rappaport has
noted in his study of humour, the perceived insider/outsider position of the
teller as well the audience of a joke often colours the interpretation of that
joke. In the case of a joke about Jews, for instance, if the teller and the audience are not Jews, a joke might be taken as critical or anti-Semitic; in contrast,
if the teller and the audience are Jewish, the same joke might be interpreted
very differently and be constructively and positively received (Geybels and Van
Herck 2011: 11–13; Rappaport 2005: 1). Indeed, insider criticism within a community – be it related to faith, race, ethnicity, or class – is often accorded a qualitatively different value and response – although not necessarily any less severe
– than that by perceived outsiders. The reaction to Pussy Riot and Punk Prayer
can be analysed according to the same insider/outsider criterion: one person’s
perceived destructive iconoclasm or sacrilege can be another person’s perceived
constructive impulse of righteous indignation or moral protest, depending on

The term ‘iconoclash’, as employed by French Philosopher Bruno Latour, refers to acts
where there is uncertainty regarding intent and meaning of a seemingly straightforward
iconoclastic gesture.
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the actor’s perceived positioning as an insider or outsider vis-à-vis the subject of
the joke/critique and its audience.
In the West, the group’s performance and subsequent public rhetoric concerning matters of religion and faith resonated almost immediately with a
liberation theological heritage that has engaged a wide variety of Christian
believers – including Christian feminists – over the past sixty years. In Russia’s
Orthodox Christian context, however, Punk Prayer found a much more tortured
reception, careening between the blasphemous and the providentially revelatory. Not surprisingly, in their native context, the members of Pussy Riot – Maria
Alekhina, Ekaterina Samutsevich and Nadezhda Tolokonnikova – as well as
their supporters, increasingly found themselves on the fault lines of faith, often
having to shift from a purely secular, political, artistic and feminist discourse
to a religiously- and faith-conditioned one in order to defend and explain the
group’s views and act.
This essay examines the paradoxical role that gender in particular played in
positioning Punk Prayer and its performers as both outsiders and insiders to
Orthodoxy and its faith community, thereby contributing to the iconoclash in
which the performance became embroiled and to the performance’s unsettled
place in the history of post-Soviet Orthodox Christianity. It considers the heated
debates over the authenticity of Punk Prayer as prayer and the role that the
image of Mary, the ‘Birth-Giver of God’ (Bogoroditsa), played in those debates.
The essay concludes with reflections on some of the socio-cultural trends that
have exacerbated the insider/outsider distinction in contemporary Russian
Orthodoxy and the manner in which Punk Prayer inadvertently capitalised on
those trends and was thereby transformed from a straightforward art performance with ‘foreign’-inspired gendered contours into an indigenous churchrelated phenomenon.

Orthodoxy, Gender and Punk Prayer
Though not at the forefront of analysis and debate in Russia, the issue of gender has been a persistent subtext in the response to and discussion of the Pussy
Riot affair (Bernstein 2013; ‘Chego khoteli’ 2012; Gapova 2012; Kharitonova
2012; Zobina 2012a). Members of Pussy Riot, their supporters, as well as cultural
analysts have noted that Russia is a ‘macho country’ headed by a ‘chauvinistic leader’ and that the all-female art performance group fell prey to deeply
ingrained gender discrimination. Accordingly, in this view, the performers were
punished not merely as political activists but also as women and, in particular,
as self-fashioned feminists (Bernstein 2013; Kharitonova 2012; ‘Nepoimannye
uchastnitsy’ 2013; Zobina 2012a,b).
In an Orthodox context, the gender-charged staging and lyrics of Punk Prayer
highlighted the otherness of the act on several levels. First, while the women
appropriated for their own artistic and political ends what is widely understood
by Russian Orthodox believers as sacred space within an Orthodox church – a
violation defined above all not by their identities as women but as perceived
outsiders to the faith community – the fact remains that the sacred space they
‘occupied’ is associated primarily with male space in Orthodox Christian culture. Although, as the live video footage of their activity in Christ the Saviour
Religion and Gender vol. 4, no. 2 (2014), pp. 121–144
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Cathedral testifies, the women were careful not to enter the actual sanctuary,
their very proximity to it on the solea and the ambo in front of the royal doors
in Moscow’s Christ the Saviour Cathedral, where contemporary Orthodox Christians in Russia are conditioned to see only male clergy, heightened the perception of the eventual online virtual performance of Punk Prayer as a carefully
planned ‘invasion’ or ‘intrusion’ of real space (Pashinina 2012).3 Members of
Pussy Riot actively promoted a gendered reading of their brief staging of Punk
Prayer in Moscow’s Christ the Saviour Cathedral by declaring that they chose
their space carefully: ‘We wanted to sing [our prayer] not on the street in front
of the temple, but at the altar – that is, in a place where women are strictly forbidden’ (Pussy Riot 2013). Even the Mother of God, they argued, would not be
allowed in the altar were she to find herself in a church.4 Some Orthodox clergy
attempted to temper public backlash against the women’s perceived encroachment of sacred space by arguing that from an Orthodox canonical perspective
the women did not, strictly speaking, violate any canons. Nevertheless, for many
Orthodox and non-Orthodox alike, the implicit sense that the group ‘used’ or
‘stole’ church space for an on-line art performance video clip, along with the
character of their actions in that space (more so than the song’s words), defined
their performance as sacrilege.5
Second, Punk Prayer infringed on the historically male-dominated sphere of
church-state relations. While powerful women might be found in the annals of
Russia’s political and cultural history, their numbers among the governing institutional echelons of the Russian Orthodox Church historically have been virtually non-existent. With its episcopal ranks filled with male monastics and with its
ordination to the priesthood closed to women, the Russian Orthodox Church’s
public theological and political voice in post-Soviet society remains overwhelmingly male, despite the fact that the public face of lived, devotional Orthodoxy
is predominantly female. Consequently, Punk Prayer interjected female voices
into an ecclesiastical institutional arena in which women are rarely seen and
heard, and engaged topics on which women are seldom consulted. By doing so,
they defied what one of the group’s most ardent Orthodox supporters, philologist Elena Volkova, noted as the implied message of Russia’s male cultural patriarchy: ‘don’t stand out…endure humiliation, rudeness…and be silent’ (Volkova
2012a).

Compare the live video recording of the group’s performance in the Cathedral of Christ
the Saviour (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grEBLskpDWQ) with the eventual on-line
video montage known as Punk Prayer (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALS92big4TY).
4
According to Orthodox tradition (based on the Protevangelium of James), however,
Mary was allowed as a young girl into the Holy of Holies – the inner sanctuary in the
Jewish Temple in Jerusalem – a detail recounted in the liturgical service in honour of her
entry into the Temple. See, for example, Poselyanin, 18. It is also noteworthy that certain
monastic women in Russian Orthodoxy are allowed into the sanctuary area; similarly,
evidence exists that female deaconesses were allowed into the sanctuary at least in the
early Byzantine period.
5
The argument has been made by those such as Protodeacon Andrei Kuraev and Yakov
Krotov, a priest from the Ukrainian Autocephalous Church and journalist for Radio Free
Europe, that, since the word for sacrilege comes from the Latin sacrilegium, the root
(legere) of which means ‘theft’, and since the women stole nothing from Christ the
Savior Cathedral, they could not be accused of sacrilege.
3
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Relatedly, Punk Prayer was born out of protest against the Moscow Patriarchate’s memory politics and the ethical underside of its frequent casting of
history in sacred terms. In particular, the women were inflamed by the Patriarch of Moscow and all Rus’ Kirill’s public panegyrics during a meeting between
Buddhist, Jewish, Muslim and Orthodox religious leaders with President Vladimir Putin in which he associated Putin’s presidency with a ‘miracle of God’ by
which Russia emerged from the economically ‘destructive years’ (likhie gody)
of the 1990s (‘Stenogramma vstrechi’ 2012; ‘Prigovor’ 2012: 6). Treading into
the largely male, clerically dominated realm of institutional memory and cultural production in the Orthodox church, the women behind Punk Prayer took
a public lead in checking this historically hierarchically-orchestrated enterprise.
Calling such memorialisation ‘the church’s praise of rotten dictators’, they challenged the moral authority of those churchmen who publicly ‘process’ in black
limousines (namely, the Patriarch and other Orthodox hierarchs) to engage in
interpreting and shaping a nation’s historical memory.
Third, Punk Prayer also engaged the Moscow Patriarchate on such pressing women’s issues in contemporary Russia as motherhood, reproduction and
family values (Rivkin-Fish 2010), and challenged the Patriarchate’s vesting of
demographic politics in sacral guise. Punk Prayer contained two allusions to
contemporary Orthodox initiatives regarding Russia’s ‘national reproduction
crisis’ (‘Nas stanovitsya vse men’she’ 1994; Reyutskii 2012). First, as a critical reaction to a broad range of efforts by the Moscow Patriarchate to raise the prestige of motherhood and to establish the birthing of at least three children as
‘fashionable’, Punk Prayer countered, ‘In order not to offend His Holiness [the
Patriarch] Women must give birth and love’. Second, Punk Prayer also alluded
to one of the most sensational events linked to Russia’s campaign to avert the
demographic crisis: namely the bringing of the relic of the Virgin Mary’s belt
– professed to heal infertility – from the Vatopedi Monastery, ironically an allmale enclave of Mount Athos, to Russia in the fall of 2011 (Wortley 2005). Officially sponsored by the ‘Fund of Andrew the First-Called’, whose main mission is
to help preserve the historical, cultural and spiritual values of Russia, and by its
affiliate organisation, ‘the Sanctity of Motherhood’, the relic’s visit represented
the organisers’ small ‘mite’ to the problem of Russia’s demographic crisis (Malakhov 2011). Having travelled to sixteen cities in the span of some five weeks
(October 20–November 27, 2011) and having drawn millions for veneration, the
visit of Mary’s belt was hailed by Patriarch Kirill as ‘the event of the year’. Moreover, he supported the legendary association of the relic with conception by
publicly noting that women who suffer from infertility and who wear facsimiles
of the belt and participate in fervent prayer may indeed conceive after venerating it (Grineva 2011; Patriarkh Kirill 2012b; Suprycheva 2011). Not only was
Pussy Riot provoked by the discourse regarding fertility associated with the belt,
but also by the fact that, in their eyes, the visit of the Virgin’s belt was purposefully staged during the highly politically charged time before Duma elections in
order to distract believers from political issues – assertions its organisers repeatedly denied. Reclaiming the Mother of God (Bogomater) for their cause, Punk
Prayer argues, ‘The belt of the Virgin can’t replace mass-meetings; the EverVirgin Mary (Prisnodeva Mariya) is with us in protest!’
Finally, by linking Punk Prayer with their feminist identities, Pussy Riot forced
the topic of feminism into the ecclesial sphere. If Pussy Riot did not find immediate support among established secular feminists groups in Russia, or with their
Religion and Gender vol. 4, no. 2 (2014), pp. 121–144
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Ukrainian counterparts, FEMEN, it is not surprising that their reception as feminists in Russia’s Orthodox circles was even less cordial (Kholina 2012; Shevchenko
2012). Unlike in the West, where feminism has long since ceased being a ‘frightful’ word (Zobina 2012b), and where their Protestant and Roman Catholic counterparts have been engaging and often embracing the feminist challenge for
more than half a century, Russian Orthodox believers remained largely insulated from these western influences during Soviet times. Institutional and lay
devotional concerns had been aimed more at simple survival. Since the fall of
Communism, the Russian Orthodox establishment and educated Orthodox lay
men and women have been inundated with a backlog of modern and postmodern philosophical and theological trends, not least of which has involved
the broad range of feminist thought and liberation theologies. Russia’s unique
historical experience, combined with a lack of knowledge and appreciation of
the complex array of ideas that lies beneath the seemingly monolithic western
feminist label, has often resulted in superficial understandings and simplistic
reactions from the Orthodox establishment to ‘feminists’ and ‘feminism’. Insofar as Punk Prayer was feminist-inspired, it particularly riled male ecclesiastical
institutional sensibilities. What one commentator wrote about feminism with
regard to state politics speaks equally to feminism and the institutional church:
‘until recently, feminism did not exist [in Russia], and now it is almost forbidden.
This only speaks to the fact that, in our country, women are not simply strong
but have now become dangerous’ (Kholina 2012).
Despite the diversity of thought that characterises thinking on issues of gender among the broader educated Orthodox population in contemporary Russia
(Kizenko 2013), in its official statements, the Moscow Patriarchate has been
highly critical of what they understand as feminism. Though not explicitly mentioning feminism, the Church’s seminal ‘Bases of the Social Concept of the Russian Orthodox Church’ (2000), for instance, took great care to qualify the notion
of ‘equality of the sexes’ and to counter those ‘social movements’ that ‘diminish
and sometimes even deny the importance of marriage and the institution of
family, focusing primarily on the socially significant activities of women including those incompatible or little compatible with the woman’s nature’ (‘Bases’
2000). Noting that in his experience feminist advocates are often not married,
Patriarch Kirill, in turn, has openly criticised feminism as part of a ‘false propaganda of false values’ that minimises the calling of women to be mothers
and that advocates a ‘pseudo-freedom’ that manifests itself outside the family structure (Patriarkh Kirill, 2013). Rallying with the Moscow Patriarchate,
one of the major women’s organisations in the Russian Orthodox Church – the
Union of Orthodox Women – harshly criticised the group’s feminist agenda,
maintaining that they ‘purposefully distort and disgrace the image of women
in contemporary society’. The image of the ‘new femininity’ that feminism puts
forward, they argued, ‘frightens one with its barbarity and depravity’ (‘Zayavlenie Soyuza’ 2012).
On one level, then, Pussy Riot’s feminist agenda and their audacious encroachment into well-defined Orthodox space – political, architectural, liturgical and
theological, all of which happen to be male dominated – were sufficient to
position them in the eyes of many of Russia’s citizens as outsiders who intruded
into the Orthodox sphere. While gender was not the determining factor in the
subsequent widespread labelling of Punk Prayer as sacrilege, it contributed to
amplifying the perceived iconoclastic features of their performance. At the same
126
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time, however, gender also played a critical role in legitimising Punk Prayer and
incorporating its cry of protest within the boundaries of faith. By choosing to
appeal to Mary, the Birth-Giver of God, Pussy Riot tapped an Orthodox devotional tradition which indigenised Punk Prayer and made it virtually impossible
to ignore. Indeed, had the women chosen to direct their prayer to any other
figure – including Christ – it would arguably not have had the same effect.

The Mother of God and Punk Prayer6
By drawing on the figure of Mary, the Birth-Giver of God – and the Orthodox culture associated with her – Punk Prayer appealed to lived Orthodoxy
– an arguably female-dominated domain – over and above Orthodoxy’s currently more male, theological or institutional realms. What many detractors
attempted to dismiss as a ‘blasphemous concert’ (koshchunstvennyi kontsert)
(Shchipkov 2012), in fact drew on a centuries-old tradition of Marian culture
in Russian Orthodoxy that formed most conspicuously around icons and liturgy. While members of Pussy Riot traced their intellectual inspirational roots
to western-inspired feminist philosophy, art-performance and punk rock – and
indeed their Punk Prayer resonated with these traditions abroad – in Russia,
Punk Prayer reverberated with a deeply ingrained Orthodox Marian culture.
In this context, as the Armenian Russian film director Artur Aristakisyan noted,
femininity (zhenstvennost’) presumed victory as opposed to defeat. ‘The feminine, here, was not a source of power, but a conductor of power’ (Aristakisyan
2012a).
In form, Punk Prayer drew on an amalgam of liturgical genres that involve
Mary, the Mother of God; not surprisingly, the form of protest was apparently
inspired during one of the group member’s attendance at a Divine Liturgy (Alisimchik 2012; ‘Blog’ 2012). As the name of the performance – Punk Moleben
– in Russian indicates, it was meant to remind listeners of a particular genre
of Orthodox liturgical worship which is not entirely conveyed by the English
translation of ‘prayer’. Technically, a moleben is a short communal prayer service (in contrast to individual prayer), led by a priest, often following the Divine
Liturgy. Such services (or at least certain prayers in them) are often addressed to
the Mother of God (as well as to Christ or a particular saint). Structured on the
model of Matins, a moleben involves supplication or thanksgiving, and is regularly performed in Russian Orthodox churches during periods of local, regional
or national hardship and crisis, such as drought, war and civil strife. Believers
might also request such a service for personal or familial hardship or illness.
Accordingly, a moleben that petitions for divine help can be served for virtually any occasion. For instance, in view of Russia’s demographic crisis, Russia’s
Orthodox churches in recent years have held such prayer services for a decrease
in the number of divorces, for those who desire to have children, and for the
health and well-being of pregnant women. The fact that the group chose to
Parts of this section were originally presented in a paper ‘Cast in Marian Light: Liturgy
and Historical Memory in Imperial and post-Soviet Russia’ at a conference on ‘The Place
of Liturgy in Russian Cultural History’ at the University of California, Los Angeles, in
October 2012.

6
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call their performance a moleben suggests that they assumed the priestly role
in their ‘prayer’.7
While members of the group chose to name their ‘song’ a moleben, in form,
it more closely resembled the highly popular akathistos hymn, which includes
chorus-type refrains simulated by Punk Prayer. With its roots stemming from
an ancient Byzantine hymn in honour of the Mother of God, the akathistos is
among the most widely performed devotional genres of prayer among Russia’s
Orthodox laity (Lyudogovskii 2009; Shevzov 2006). Since the second half of the
19th century, this genre of prayer has proliferated to the point of what one
well-known priest referred to as ‘akathistos-mania’ among Orthodox believers (Zheludkov 2003: 46–47). In large part, this popularity stemmed from the
fact that, in contrast to the moleben, the akathistos hymn could be chanted
by laity without the presence of clergy. Moreover, akathistos hymns in honour
of Mary and her icons are particularly noteworthy since they recount her perceived intervention in the lives of individuals, local communities and the Russian nation (Shevzov 2006: 214–257). These hymns are as often Russia-centred
as they are heavenly Kingdom-centred and serve as repositories of Orthodox
memory with respect to critical moments in Russia’s past. As a supplicatory layled appeal to the Birth-Giver of God that recalls political events in a perceived
‘critical present’, Punk Prayer dovetailed as much with an akathistos as with a
moleben, underscoring in particular the lay role in the composition of devotional hymns.
Perhaps most striking about Punk Prayer, however, was its appropriation of
Sergei Rachmaninov’s well-known hymn to the Mother of God, ‘Rejoice, O Virgin’, from his All-Night Vigil (Opus 37), composed in 1915, during the turbulent
first year of World War I. Inspired by ancient Orthodox chant yet composed as
a concert piece, Rachmaninov’s hymn by the end of the 20th century became
popular in concert repertoire and was one of the few from this cycle that can be
heard liturgically in Russia’s Orthodox churches (especially urban ones). Because
of this, Punk Prayer’s use of the hymn – which the members of Pussy Riot mistook for ancient Byzantine chant (‘Blog’ 2012) – resulted in what ethnomusicologist Denis Laborde refers to as an ‘acoustic version of visual iconoclash’ (Latour
and Weibel 2002: 255). By linking familiar sacred melody with the politicallycharged words ‘Birth-Giver of God, Virgin, put Putin away’, and by alternating
harmonious ‘native’ sacred sound with the discordant ‘foreign’ sound of punk,
Punk Prayer generated a ‘musicoclastic gesture’ that simultaneously beckoned
and repelled the believer.
The performance appealed to an ancient Orthodox image of the Mother of
God as a leader of the post-Ascension Christian community, an image which
persisted in prerevolutionary Russia and has resurfaced in post-Soviet Russia through the publication of the genre of Mary’s hagiographic Life. In these
accounts, she is depicted as the primary inspiration to the disciples, as well as an
influential teacher and administrator in her own right (Maximus 2012; Shevzov
2012; Shoemaker 2005). Accordingly, as many liturgical prayers in the Orthodox

The senior priest of Christ the Savior Cathedral, Father Mikhail Ryzantsev, explained
during the trial that according to Orthodox liturgical practice, only a priest could serve
a moleben. In prerevolutionary Russia, even deacons were not allowed to perform these
services (D.K.; ‘Prigovor’).

7
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Church have done, Punk Prayer appealed to Mary as a powerful historical force,
which assumes that she has the independence, authority and means to intervene in history, especially political history (Shevzov 2004: 244–250; Shevzov
Forthcoming, ‘Cast in Marian Light’). This belief – based in large part on Russia’s
extensive culture of Marian miracle-working icons – is commonly praised and
upheld by Orthodox clergy and laity in their celebration of such well-known
images as the Kazan’ and Vladimir icons of the Mother of God. The parallels
one Russian blogger drew are noteworthy. The faithful, he wrote, have historically called on Mary, the Birth-Giver of God ‘on the field of battle’. In the case of
Pussy Riot, the field of battle is a cultural one, involving women’s rights, political
activism and church-state relations. Why are these, he asks, less significant than
the battle between the Novgorodians and the Suzdalians? (Golyshev 2012b). Or,
as Protodeacon Andrei Kuraev rhetorically asked, why is entreating the Mother
of God to become a feminist any less strange than a petition for the Muscovites
to beat the Tverians? (‘Protodeakon Kuraev ne schitaet’ 2012).
Further, Punk Prayer as a verbal icon coincided with an image of Mary as
one who brings people to their senses, usually in order to avert disaster (Morozov 2008). Liturgically in Orthodox services, she is portrayed as ‘bringing light
to darkness, driving away falsehood, and destroying corruption’ (Lambertsen
1998: 13). As a cry of protest for something ‘to finally move in our spiritual-less
country’, Punk Prayer was fashioned as a liturgical appeal to the Mother of God
for no less. In addition, it drew on the assumption that Mary, as stated in the
Matins service in honour of the Kazan’ icon of the Mother of God, ‘is the longedfor helper of the world’ and that her help is available to all (Lambertsen 1998:
21). Orthodox Marian culture historically has been essentially a populist culture.
Liturgical texts depict everyone coming to her – hierarchs, kings and princes,
monastics and laity, and ‘all the people’. In commenting on the populist character of Punk Prayer, one anonymous author playfully reminded his readers of
the well-known saying, ‘the voice of the people is the voice of God’ (Belochkin
2012).
At the same time, in stories associated with her and her icons, Mary is depicted
as protecting not everyone, but only those who are loyal or sincerely devoted
to her. Punk Prayer begged the question of sincerity. On the one hand, by questioning the loyalty and worthiness of Russia’s current church and state leadership, the performers of the Punk Prayer positioned their act as a desperate yet
hopeful appeal to the Mother of God which in many ways echoed countless
appeals for justice addressed to her by Orthodox believers throughout the centuries. According to Ekaterina Samutsevich, the group drew on the tradition of
turning to Mary as they strove to convey a feeling of hopelessness and dejection (Dombrovskaya 2012; Golyshev 2012a). On the other hand, in the eyes of
many Orthodox believers, the character of their performance raised the question of the performers’ own sincerity with respect to Mary and left some people
of faith wondering with whom, in the enchanted world of signs and miracles,
Mary, ultimately, would side.
Perhaps most significantly in terms of Orthodoxy and gender, however, the
prayer resonated with the prominent place of women in the history of Marian
iconic lore. While much of Russia’s medieval Marian lore historically is concerned
with male-dominated power struggles and Mary’s role in negotiating those
struggles, well-known stories associated with Marian icons in Russia’s Orthodox
culture at the same time often challenged conventional notions of hierarchy
Religion and Gender vol. 4, no. 2 (2014), pp. 121–144
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and authority, especially in terms of gender. Ironically, for instance, the foundational narrative of Russia’s most nationally promoted icon of the Mother of
God in post-Soviet Russia – the Kazan’ icon – the celebration of which falls on
Russia’s civic holiday of the Day of National Unity – concerns a young girl and a
mother who initially were ignored by church and civic officials and who acted
despite being disregarded and dismissed (Shevzov 2007). Elena Volkova picked
up on this aspect of Russia’s Marian culture when she argued that the words
‘Birth-Giver of God, become a Feminist’ were an appeal to Mary to make her
living presence known and felt in the daily lives of women: ‘Inspire those who
kiss your image on icons…simply to show respect to women and to humans.
Bring shame upon the soulless and cruel patriarchy in families, politics, and religion’ (Volkova 2012a). In all, while the performers, as some Orthodox churchmen have noted, were not deeply versed in the Orthodox faith (Orekhanov
2012), nevertheless, as other commentators have noted, they keenly intuited
‘the pulse of Russian reality’ and managed to ‘hit at the heart’ of its traditional
mythology (Yakovenko 2013).

The Authenticity of Punk Prayer: The Debate
Punk Prayer’s self-styled gendered use of temple-space as performance space
on the one hand, combined with its Marian subtext and use of liturgical hymnody on the other, provoked clashing faith responses to an essentially political
act, with its authenticity (and sincerity) as a liturgical act (or prayer) becoming
a subject of widespread public debate. Overlooking the fact that the act was
staged as a ‘political gesture’ and art performance, and neglecting the ‘really
real’ boundaries believers associate with temple space (Orsi 2012: 223), RussianIsraeli sociologist Alek Epstein, for instance, argued that Punk Prayer should be
taken at face value as ‘genuine prayer’ since, in his estimation, no one with atheist or anti-Christian sentiments would turn with any requests to the Birth-Giver
of God (Epstein 2012). Another commentator maintained that Punk Prayer was
a sincere prayer inspired by ‘young heated blood that feels, understands, and
protests against a hypocritical…commercial surrogate of Orthodoxy’, and that
‘heated, sincere prayer is always fulfilled’ (Sestra Ol’ga 2012). Hearing in Punk
Prayer ‘a cry of the soul to the Mother of God’, the Moscow priest Vyacheslav
Vinnikov concurred, rhetorically adding, ‘What is ‘correct’ prayer?’ Since their
prayer was heard by the entire world’, he maintained, ‘it means they prayed
well’ (Bode 2012). Similarly, artist Petr Pavlenskii insisted that Punk Prayer was
genuinely Christian and that the group and its performance upheld Christian
traditions and culture (Volchek 2012).
Elena Volkova found Punk Prayer’s sincerity reflected in its exceptional balance of form and content. In her view, the authenticity of the Prayer was maintained in the stark contrast between the cacophonous sound and brawling
gestures associated with the stanzas that described the ‘dark side’ of earthly
political Orthodoxy and institutional church corruption and the sacred harmonious sound of Rachmaninov’s hymnody and prostrations during the Prayer’s
appeal to Mary for aid. Associating Punk Prayer with the genre of ‘Orthodox
rock’ which the Orthodox Church has supported over the past decade, Volkova
maintains that the Punk Prayer brilliantly reflected the contrast between the
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blessedness of the heavenly and the disgrace of the earthly. The result, in her
estimation, was an action that was ‘holistic, deeply humane…and extraordinarily effective’ (Volkova 2012b).
Similarly, in his commentary on the Punk performance, professor of philosophy Andrei Myasnikov argued that some church and state officials found the
performance disquieting because it tapped into their genuine faith in the power
of the Birth-Giver of God. The performance, in his estimation, would have been
far less threatening had it appealed for public revolt rather than to the image
of the Bogoroditsa in whose name Russia’s church and state leadership have formulated actions and policies (Myasnikov 2012). Similarly, one-time dissident and
Orthodox priest Gleb Yakunin confirmed the sincerity of the prayer, suggesting
that the Mother of God had taken the performers ‘under her special protection’. In the long run, he mused, the group’s act would promote the ‘victory of
genuine Orthodoxy’ (Krotov 2012).
Concurrently, from another perspective – also shared by both self-identified
Orthodox Christians and non-Orthodox Christians – Punk Prayer was at best a
form of political activism to which its performers attributed a religious or spiritual significance only post-factum, as part of their own defense (‘Chego khoteli’
2012). As Sergei Kozin noted, the average Orthodox believer would not recognise in Punk Prayer a liturgical service in an Orthodox spirit (‘Chego khoteli’).
Mikhail Kuznetsov, one of the prosecuting attorneys in the Pussy Riot case, concurred with this view. Alluding to the categories of pollution and purity examined extensively by anthropologists (Douglas 1966), he maintained that ‘punk’
technically signified trash (or dirt), while as a petition to God, a moleben was
pure (‘Pussy Riot sovershili’ 2012).
Protodeacon Andrei Kuraev, whose initial response to the performance
prompted and then perpetuated the casting of its carnivalesque features in
terms of the Orthodox tradition of holy foolery, also questioned the authenticity of Punk Prayer as prayer.8 While everyone has a right to improvise prayer,
as they might improvise music, argued Kuraev, genuine prayer in Orthodoxy is
learned through experience by way of the ‘classics’. In his estimation, identifying Punk Prayer as prayer was comparable to a person who decided to try painting for the first time by taking a brush to the icon of the Holy Trinity by Andrei
Rublev. A person has the right to fashion prayer in their own style for their
own reasons, but… ‘not in a place where people come with an expectation of a
canonical Orthodox prayer’ (‘Protodiakon Kuraev nadeetsya’ 2012).
At worst, in the eyes of its critics, Punk Prayer was a mockery of faith and
thereby sacrilegious and iconoclastic in a destructive sense. Coming on the heels
of several high profile art exhibits that publicly criticised the role and form
of Orthodox Christianity in post-Soviet society, Punk Prayer, in many citizens’
eyes, was just another example of an intensifying cultural campaign against the
Orthodox Church, the Orthodox faith, and, in a broader sense, was expressive
of perceived broader anti-Christian sentiments world-wide (‘Otgoloski Pussy
Riot’ 2012). Despite Nadezhda Tolokonnikova’s insistence that their performance was ‘fervent and sincere prayer’ (Pussy Riot 2013: 26), countless believers

Regarding the fact that the members of Pussy Riot seemed to have picked up on the
theme of holy foolery and self-fashioned themselves accordingly only following Kuraev’s
remarks, see Moiseev 2012.
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perceived members of the group as outsiders who ‘positioned themselves as
Orthodox believers’ and simply ‘worked for the camera’ (‘Prigovor’ 2012: 7, 18).
The performers, in this view, showed no comprehension of or sensitivity toward
the basic principles governing demeanour in temple space, which, in Orthodox
understanding, as a holy place and sacramental dwelling place of God, is qualitatively different from all other architectural spaces. Arguments from Pussy Riot’s
supporters regarding the multiple profane uses of the space under the roof of
Christ the Saviour Cathedral left many believers fundamentally unmoved (Gusareva 2013). The space under the canopy of a church roof in the Orthodox symbolic world is not homogeneous; the nave, for instance, is not vested with the
same meaning as the sanctuary. Accordingly, many believers and non-believers
alike perceived the group’s gestures and use of temple space proper (in contrast
to a church hall) as a desecration of sacred space and a violation of basic rules of
religious and civil etiquette (Marat Gel’man in Zaripova 2012). From a believer’s
perspective, such behaviour was a direct affront to God. From a civic perspective,
it breached an unspoken agreement between the worlds of art and religion that
had been tacitly drawn following the scandal surrounding the notorious ‘Careful,
Religion!’ exhibit that took place in 2003 at Moscow’s Andrei Sakharov Museum.
As one commentator noted, such mutually delineated spheres – museum space
and church space – reflected a cultural truce which, when breached, results in the
abrogation of all civic boundaries and limits (Shchipkov 2012).
Countering the trend to embrace Punk Prayer in faith terms, Orthodox
groups such as The Council of Orthodox Social Organisations spoke out against
‘pseudo-religious’ interpretations of Punk Prayer, maintaining that the notion
of prayer could not be reconciled with words and actions that denigrated the
sincere piety of Orthodox believers. In many believers’ eyes, the sincerity of Punk
Prayer was undermined by its perceived lampooning of Orthodox ritual forms.
During the women’s trial, self-identified believers present at the group’s partial
staging of the eventual video clip in Christ the Saviour Cathedral focused on
the women’s clothing and on their manner of gestures – inappropriate church
attire and an aggressive movement of hands as if punching, kicking and jumping. Indeed, Orthodox ‘insiders’ were quick to comment on the character and
spirit of the women’s ritual actions such as prostrations and making the sign of
the cross; though perhaps familiar in form, many believers perceived these acts
on the part of the Pussy Riot performers as ‘unecclesial’ (netserkovnye) and as
parodies of genuine Orthodox rituals (‘Prigovor’ 2012: 7–8; 10; 12–18). Moreover, the words of Punk Prayer, which depicted believers as ‘crawling to bow’
(pol’zut na poklony), in their estimation, only further mocked believers’ heartfelt religious sensibilities regarding Orthodox ritual actions (‘Zayavlenie Soveta’
2012). Accordingly, in commenting on the Pussy Riot affair, the Supreme Church
Council of the Russian Orthodox Church insisted that the partial staging of Punk
Prayer in Christ the Saviour Cathedral was a ‘conscious and purposeful insult of
the sacred and a manifestation of crude animosity toward millions of people
and their feelings’ and could not in any way be fashioned as prayer in ‘untraditional form’ (‘Zayavlenie Vysshego’ 2012).
Punk Prayer in this sense functioned as a culture trigger that conjured images
from anti-religious campaigns from the relatively recent Soviet past. By using
temple space proper, Punk Prayer resounded alongside the institutional Church’s
decades-long attempt to promote, sustain and sacralise the public memory of
the persecution of Orthodox believers during Soviet times, resulting in what
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might be seen as a post-modern version of mnogoglasie.9 Over the past two
decades, icons, liturgical hymns and rituals and church monuments – such as
the one on the site of the Butovo firing range outside of Moscow or the newlyplanned church complex in honour of the New Martyrs of Russia to be built near
the Lubyanka10 – have all contributed to the Moscow Patriarchate’s attempts to
re-establish the ‘chain of memory’ (Hervieu-Léger 2000) in Russia’s history that
was broken by the decades of Soviet Rule, and to do so in biblical, sacred historical terms. According to this narrative, the history of Soviet Russia was its believers’ ‘Golgotha’ from which the Church emerged victorious and now bears the
responsibility of recollecting, interpreting and memorialising that history. ‘May
the memory of all that took place with us’, stated Patriarch Kirill, ‘of all that
brought immeasurable suffering and sacrifice, help us, contemporary people. . .
under no circumstances and under no pretences to repeat the tragic errors of
our forbearers’ (‘Svyateishii’ 2013).
Consequently, while the words of Punk Prayer fervently addressed several
pressing social and political issues which beg Orthodox theological reflection
– human rights, gay rights, family planning and church-state relations – the
group’s very use of an Orthodox church, and Christ the Saviour Cathedral in
particular, did so no less. As a result, it elicited an equally potent religious
response. By unequivocally situating Punk Prayer in the tradition of the fierce
anti-religious campaigns of the 1920s–1930s, which saw the mass destruction of
churches and the brutal massacre of millions of faithful, the Patriarch of Moscow and all Rus’, Kirill and other church officials cast the women as outsiders
who were among those ‘dark forces’ which, within a faith-informed world view,
have plagued Christianity throughout its two-thousand year history. ‘It’s all the
same’, Patriarch Kirill noted when comparing the anti-religious campaigns following the Bolshevik revolution and post-Soviet critics of Orthodoxy. ‘They use
the same tactics, share the same goals, and rely on the same arguments’ (‘Patriarkh Kirill sravnivaet’ 2012a). The Patriarchate’s narrative was only strengthened by the wave of church vandalism that followed in the wake of Pussy Riot’s
arrest (Marat Gel’man i diakon Andrei Kuraev).
The media subsequently promoted such comparisons in television programs
as Boris Korchevnikov’s ‘I Don’t Believe!’ (Ne veryu!) and Arkadii Mamontov’s
‘Provocateurs’ (Provacatory). Associations between Punk Prayer and Soviet antireligious campaigns also appeared during the trial of the three performers. The
senior priest of Christ the Saviour Cathedral, Father Mikhail Ryazantsev, argued
that the women’s gestures in the Cathedral were reminiscent of common communist tactics that had ridiculed believers through the performance of Orthodox rituals such as processions and public prayer services in a caricatured fashion
(Prigovor 2012: 19). V. P. Legoida, spokesperson for the Orthodox Church, in
turn, argued that Pussy Riot had outdone even the Bolsheviks. ‘In their time,

Mnogoglasie refers to a liturgical practice in which two or more voices simultaneously
intone different prescribed texts, all of which are considered important, usually for the
purposes of efficiency. Although the practice is common in Orthodoxy as long as only
one voice is audibly intoned while celebrants read other texts silently, it became a point
of contention in 17th-century Russia when various texts were read aloud simultaneously
resulting in aural discord.
10
The Lubyanka is a well-known designation for the KGB headquarters in Moscow.
9
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even the Bolsheviks did not allow themselves the sacrilege that was manifested
in the parameters of Punk Prayer: anti-religious activists in Soviet times at least
led believers out of the church before they destroyed or desecrated them’
(Legoida 2012).
In such readings, Punk Prayer evoked the perceived iconoclastic imagery of
Mary that appeared in widely-distributed anti-religious posters and in such
publications in the 1920s and 1930s as the daily newspaper ‘The Atheist in the
Workplace’ (Bezbozhnik u stanka) which promoted public derision of Orthodox
believers and their faith. By doing so, it placed those contemporary Orthodox
believers who harboured a collective memory of those events on the defensive.
The partial staging of Punk Prayer in two Moscow cathedrals and its eventual
virtual enactment online struck these historical nerves and evoked a resounding ‘No!’ among a majority of Orthodox believers to usurpation of sacred space
and symbols, despite that fact that such sacred images as the Mother of God
had long since ceased being ‘the property’ of the institutional Church in Russia’s cultural history (Epstein 2012; Sereda 2012), and despite the Cathedral’s
recent checkered history. Patriarch Kirill tapped these sentiments in his public pronouncements on the performance. Harshly criticising Orthodox believers, including clergy, who might sympathise with it and see in it simply an act
of political protest or ‘some sort of amusing joke’, Patriarch Kirill warned that
there is ‘no future for a nation which mocks its sacred sites’. The incident, he
argued, should make every Orthodox Christian aware of the responsibility he
or she holds for the Orthodox faith – a responsibility, he underscored, that is
expressed first and foremost in prayer. Positioning members of Pussy Riot as the
outsider or ‘other’ who finds power in propaganda, the Internet and in mass
media, the Patriarch contrasted them to the Orthodox faithful who find power
in prayer (Patriarkh Kirill 2012d).
In its more secular reading, one commentator argued that a vast silent majority of Russia’s citizens – both believers and non-believers alike – disapproved of
Pussy Riot’s staging of Punk Prayer since, in their eyes, the use of church space
and the appropriation of liturgical form and hymnody was part of a broader
‘strategic campaign’ to defile values that are ‘holy for the Russian people’ and
to ‘liquidate’ Russian people as ‘subjects of world history’ (‘Punk-moleben’
2012). This was a matter not of Orthodox faith, but primarily of national integrity. Consequently, many Orthodox Christians repeatedly noted the insult the
performance paid to the memory of the troops who fought in the 1812 War, in
honour of which the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour was initially constructed in
the 19th century. Punk Prayer, in this context, challenged believers to recollect
their recent Soviet past and to protect and defend ‘God-given sacred objects’
that had been the subject of a violent campaign just several decades before
(‘Zayavlenie Soveta Pravoslavnykh Obshchin’ 2012). In the estimation of Artur
Aristakisyan, the members of Pussy Riot fell prey to these populist nationalist
sentiments. ‘The appearance of Pussy Riot to the people’, wrote Aristakisyan,
was an appearance of ‘foreigners from some other Russia’ where ‘the people’
(narod) no longer exists. ‘Holy Russia’, therefore, ‘despises the lovely young
women in the glass cage [referring to their courtroom presence] and does not
want her sons looking in their direction’ (Aristakisyan 2012b).
While many listeners in the West have embraced Punk Prayer’s words as a
familiar form of political protest art or expression of liberation theology, in
Russia, given its utilisation of a particular space, the performance reverberated
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differently. Domestically, Punk Prayer carried its own quintessentially Russian
pitch. While seemingly secondary to the political and social issues to which the
performers wished to draw public attention, the issue of the authenticity or
sincerity of Punk Prayer as prayer in discourse involving Orthodoxy and faith
became a litmus test not merely for the credibility of the messengers but more
importantly, for their message and for the type of response it warranted.

Insiders, Outsiders and the Problem of Orthodox Authenticity
in Post-Soviet Russia
Ultimately, as the feverish response to Punk Prayer has testified, the multidimensionality of Orthodox identity and the blurred ecclesial boundaries of the
post-Soviet Orthodox Church have made the ‘insider’/’outsider’ distinction in
contemporary Orthodoxy in Russia difficult to delineate. While Nadezhda Tolokonnikova has maintained that she is not baptised and, therefore, has never
received communion (Masyuk 2013), and while Ekaterina Samutsevich, though
baptised as a child, repeatedly argued that her personal faith was of no relevance to Punk Prayer since it was not a religious act (Samutsevich 2012), the
often passionate debates that ensued over the sincerity of Punk Prayer in faith
terms were symptomatic of the broader problems of defining ‘authentic’ Orthodoxy and Orthodox identity in contemporary Russia.
Claiming all of society as ‘church’ (‘Tserkov’ – eto vse obshchestvo’)
(Arkhangel’skaya 2005), and publicly equivocating Russian national and Orthodox faith identities, the Moscow Patriarchate over the past two decades has
engaged in a broad missionising effort, the aim of which has been the cultivation of a broad national identity and a civil habitus (Jenkins 1992: 80–81) which
culturally resonates with, if not confessionally embraces, Orthodox symbols and
values. Seen as an aggressive clericalisation of society by its critics, the Church’s
efforts to ‘Orthodoxise’ society – to equate Orthodox and Russian identities and
to promote itself as the face of civil society and Orthodoxy as the foundation
of Russia’s post-Soviet civil religion – ironically have resulted in its confounding
the very boundaries that delimit the Church (as a faith community) from society
at large (Belkovskii 2013; Ufimtseva 2013: 129). Indeed, the confusion might
be seen in the fact that even Church officials responded to and engaged the
performers as both insiders and outsiders to the Orthodox faith community: as
potential penitents who could be ‘excommunicated from the church’, and as
‘hooligans motivated by religious hatred’. By doing so, Church officials fuelled
the religiously heated nature of public response and the tensions over the act’s
meaning within an Orthodox context (Dorfman 2013; Kraevskaya 2012; Zagvozdina 2012).
Although in contemporary post-Soviet Russian Orthodox discourse ‘churching’
(votserkovlenie) – the conscious socialisation and assimilation into the ecclesial
community, including regular partaking of the Eucharist – is the ultimate goal
of those baptised into the Orthodox faith, in practice, such active assimilation
following baptism frequently remains unrealised. The situation was captured
well when the journalist and well-known talk-show host, Kseniya Sobchak, in
an interview with Protodeacon Andrei Kuraev, identified herself as a believer,
yet ‘unchurched’ (nevotserkovlennaya), suggesting that she identifies with the
Religion and Gender vol. 4, no. 2 (2014), pp. 121–144
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Orthodox faith but remains on the margins or outside of its formal, ecclesial life
(‘Andrei Kuraev’ 2013). With such a gap between faith-identity and the fundamentals of church life, there would be no reason to doubt Maria Alekhina, who
publicly identified herself as Orthodox, when she explained that members of
the group chose to stage parts of Punk Prayer on the ambo in Christ the Saviour
Cathedral since it most resembled a stage and that they did not know ‘internal
church rules’ (Alekhina 2012).
Moreover, the very content and meaning of ‘churching’ (votserkovlenie) and
its relationship to ‘authentic’ Orthodoxy – however that is understood in contemporary Russia – remains fluid and has become a subject of active sociological
and internal church discussion (Sinelina 2001; Ryzhova 2010; Ufimtseva 2013).
On one level, ‘churching’ involves a person’s active engagement in church life
as well as basic knowledge of beliefs and sacred rituals. Yet, on another level,
attempting to counter the formal, legalistic aspects that have often in practice become associated with the notion of ‘churching’, some Orthodox clergy
have suggested that ‘authentic’ Orthodoxy and the ongoing spiritual growth
it implies at some point involves an ‘un-churching’ (rastserkovlenie) as well
(Krotov, ‘Rastserkovlenie’, n.d.; Vladimirov 2011). ‘Churching’ in this context
involves a dependence on externals which, with spiritual growth and maturation, become tempered by a focus on the interior life.
Complicating matters further, by saturating media and the public sphere with
Orthodox imagery, symbols, rituals and discourse, the Moscow Patriarchate has
inadvertently promoted the secularisation and commodification of that which
they deem sacred. It has actively cultivated a civil religion that draws heavily
on Orthodox symbols and rituals, thereby increasingly involving Orthodoxy in
the daily domain of ‘the people’, not all of whom share or know the language,
hermeneutical principles, or unwritten codes governing ecclesial life. Ironically,
Samutsevich’s observation that Pussy Riot tapped the visual imagery of Orthodox culture for its own ends, thereby demonstrating that ‘Orthodox culture
belongs not only to the [institutional] Russian Orthodox Church’ was, in part,
an inevitable result of the Patriarchate’s broad cultural missionising efforts and,
paradoxically, a testimony to its successes. Yet, as a result of these efforts at
solidifying Orthodoxy as civic and national identity marker, ‘Orthodoxy’ and
‘Church’ (especially in its deeper theological understanding) remain oddly disconnected among many contemporary Russians and are both ill-defined in terms
of ‘authentic’ belonging and ‘genuine’ faith. Defining what actually constitutes
‘authentic’ Orthodoxy, and identifying who ‘belongs’ to the Orthodox Church –
and how these authentic forms and criteria of belonging relate to genuine faith
– remain highly contested (Gapova 2012: 14–15; Uzlaner 2014).
With their performance of Punk Prayer, therefore, the members of Pussy Riot
found themselves – by all accounts unwittingly – on fault lines of faith that had
been prepared well before them by a combination of seventy-five years of atheist rule and by the Moscow Patriarchate’s practices and policies over the past
two decades. Perceived simultaneously – often by the same person – as profanity and plea – Punk Prayer – in its staging and online montage – elicited from
many Orthodox Christians a complex mix of emotions that included a sense of
violation, horror, shame and relief provoked simultaneously by the perceived
outsider offense, the perceived insider hypocrisy and the call to accountability
that public disclosure inevitably evokes. For conservative Orthodox publicist and
one-time proponent of ‘political Orthodoxy’, Il’ya Bryazhnikov, for instance,
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Punk Prayer was like an alarm, after which he could no longer blindly follow
by means of ‘obedience’ and ‘blessings’ the institutional church. He needed
to come to terms with the Orthodox faith and tradition on his own (‘Bogoslovie’ 2012). In turn, moved by a ‘desire for a purification of the church’, Elena
Volkova, who considers herself a devout Orthodox Christian despite her criticism of the institutional church, has argued consistently that only those ‘who
have had a long and serious experience of life in the church and a deeply-felt
pain for it’ could genuinely understand the message of Punk Prayer (Surganova
2013). For her, as well as for other self-identified Orthodox Christians, Punk
Prayer’s destructive and iconoclastic features were inseparable from its potentially constructive, purifying effects (‘Bogoslovie’ 2012; ‘Bozhe khrani’ 2013).
Indeed, even those Orthodox believers who could not recognise anything
prayerful about Punk Prayer – and who found the very attempt to do so bordering on the impious and the profane – nevertheless could not entirely dismiss its
meaning for Orthodoxy and the Church. As the conservative Orthodox historian
Aleksei Boldyrev argued, although Punk Prayer ‘was inspired for reasons that
had nothing to do with the improvement of Orthodoxy…it is another matter
how Orthodox believers respond to it’ (‘Bogoslovie’ 2012). Theologian and professor at the Moscow Theological Academy, Alexei Osipov, concurred when he
noted in a public talk that while the staging of Punk Prayer might have been an
act of hooliganism and blasphemy of the like that Christians have periodically
witnessed since earliest times, that ‘fact’ did not detract from its message for
contemporary Orthodox Christians: ‘We receive the due reward for our deeds’
(Luke 23:42; ‘Professor MDA’ 2012).

Conclusion
Initially conceived as a purely political and artistic ‘gesture’ ('Uchastnitsy Pussy
Riot' 2012), Punk Prayer – by virtue of its staging in temple space and its virtual performance online – quickly became lodged in the discourse of Orthodoxy
and faith. Though receding before the identity markers of ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’
that are primary in such discourse, gender nevertheless played a critical role in
accentuating, confounding and challenging the boundaries that made these
distinctions meaningful.
With the performance perceived on the one hand as a ‘well-thought out and
planned intrusion of foreign-thinking powers on the territory of an Orthodox
church in order to discredit it as a temple of God’ and, on the other, as ‘Truth in
cage’,11 Pussy Riot’s detractors and supporters scrambled to find religious types
in order to legitimise their claims. The types chosen spoke above all to the performers’ perceived identities as insiders or outsiders to Orthodoxy. For many of
Pussy Riot’s supporters, for instance, Jesus’ cleansing of the Temple and fools for
Christ became favourite images, though neither is entirely convincing. Jesus, for
instance, was an ‘insider’ in the sense that – at least as depicted in the New Testament – he was a practising Jew who knew Scripture and the Law and actively
participated in Judaism’s cultic activity. Indeed, the power of his marginality
An allusion to the image of the three arrested women sitting in the enclosed area in
the courtroom.
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(Meier 1991: 6–9) was grounded in the fact that he was an insider to Judaism
in contrast to an outside critic. Moreover, the merchants’ tables were located in
a commercial area outside the formal, sacred temple space. Jewish authorities
considered Jesus’ action in the Temple a political threat, not sacrilege or blasphemy (Sanders 1993: 254–262; 269–273).
In turn, the widespread comparison of Punk Prayer’s performers to fools for
Christ does not take into account that Orthodox foolery was not a one-time
action (Denysenko 2013, 1079–1081); holy fools were often recognised members of a faith community and were well-known for their peculiar ways of life
(Panchenko 2013); they often exhibited traits that moderns might associate with
mental illness but in which believers saw divine inspiration and wisdom. The comparison of the act with holy foolery could in fact be seen as detracting from the
Pussy Riot performers who, as a sober-minded, highly intelligent and calculating
group of women, were, as one commentator noted, ‘very serious people [whose]
protest was genuinely pure and genuinely dangerous’ (Aristakisyan 2012a).
Those who condemned Punk Prayer as sacrilegious and destructive in its
intent, in contrast, on occasion considered gender and its stereotypes in their
search for biblical types with whom to compare its performers. The hieromonk Makarii Markish, for instance, latched on to the daughter of Herodias
– reportedly named Salome – whose dance before King Herod II resulted in the
beheading of John the Baptist (Mark 6:17-29; Matthew 14:3-11). According to
the hieromonk, Punk Prayer’s choreography undoubtedly had Salome turning in her grave (Markish). Generally, however, those who have opposed the
action have associated Punk Prayer and its performers with the Soviet past and
with those who contributed to what many Orthodox believers see as one of
the most vicious anti-Christian campaigns in ancient and modern times. Public
condemnation of the act became inseparable from the themes of historical
memory and witness.
In the end, as the conflicting responses and heated debates testified, the
staying power of Punk Prayer in the religious context stemmed, at least in
part, from its performers’ ability to defy neat classification. Their suspension
between the insider and outsider on the fault lines of faith can be attributed largely to: the Orthodox church’s internal missionary efforts and cultural politics after decades of atheist rule; the performers’ imaginative use
of faith-based symbols and forms; and, perhaps most significantly, the narrative world to which the group gained unforeseen access through the sacred
space upon which they sought to capitalise. In the enigmatic narrative world
of biblical history and Orthodox memory that informs that space, believers
routinely subject events to judgement and discernment in search of their revelatory significance and meaning. In that ‘abundant’ world (Orsi 2009), as the
recently murdered priest Pavel Adelgeim noted with respect to Pussy Riot,
divine providence can work through any means (Adelgeim 2013). As a result,
despite the fact that a poll taken in Russia a year after the women’s court trial
and sentencing showed that seemingly ‘not one citizen of Russia’ respected
the participants of the Pussy Riot performance in Christ the Saviour Cathedral
(‘V Rossii’ 2013), the sting of Punk Prayer – merely a ‘fun song in a church’
as Maria Alekhina recently described it (‘The Colbert Report’ 2014) – lingers
for Orthodoxy and for the institutional Church. Whatever the inspiration,
intentions and ambitions of its performers, Punk Prayer is sure to endure as a
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milestone in the story of post-Soviet Orthodox Christianity in ways that few
might have anticipated.
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